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Art in Action: the Creative Process
For A-level, IB, Foundation and BTEC Level 3 students
This autumn sees the return to London of another exciting, visually stimulating Art in Action
programme. During this immersive day, students will have the chance to meet and hear from
four leading contemporary artists working in different areas of art and design. Through their
fascinating presentations, the artists will explore their unique creative journeys, what inspires
them, and how they turn an idea into a work of art. There will be plenty of time for questions
and students are guaranteed to leave inspired and brimming with ideas for their own work.
• Fire up your creativity

• Slapstick violence and absurd comedy

•

Emmanuel Centre, London
9 – 23 Marsham Street
London, SW1P 3DW

£24 + VAT*
Plus one COMPLIMENTARY staff ticket per
10 students. *VAT may be reclaimable
please check with your finance department

ttp is the leading provider of inspirational, informative, Education
in Action study days for A-level, IB, BTEC and GCSE students.
Award-winning, world-class speakers
Cutting-edge content
Thought-provoking demos and presentations
Examination hints, tips and guidance
Modestly priced to offer access to all
Complimentary staff ticket for every 10 students booked
Bookings can be amended up to 28 days before the event day
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Fire up your creativity / Grayson Perry CBE RA
Grayson Perry will talk about his work and consider
how to be creative in an age which embraces both
traditional and digital approaches to art.

Turner Prize-winner Grayson
Perry’s work is original and
provocative. He uses traditional
forms such as ceramics and
tapestries in unconventional
ways to comment on society’s
injustices and hypocrisies.

Slapstick violence and absurd comedy / Emma Hart
Artist Emma Hart’s work has an emotional honesty
and sharp wit which draws the viewer in for a
stimulating and memorable experience. Intense and
comically dark, her pieces are heavily symbolic,
drawing on issues of domestic and emotional anxiety.

Emma Hart is an installation
artist whose multidisciplinary
practice incorporates sculpture,
video and performance. Emma
Hart makes work that actively
confronts us; her sculptures
often jut out from the wall. […]

Simon Roberts is a British artist-photographer whose
work deals with our relationship to landscape and
notions of identity and belonging. Often employing
expansive tableaux photographs, his approach is one
of creating wide-ranging surveys of our time, which
examine contemporary economic, […]

Simon Roberts is a criticallyacclaimed British photographer
whose work deals with our
relationship to landscape and
notions of identity. He was
recently made an Honorary
Fellow of the Royal
Photographic Society.

/ Simon Roberts
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